
SkyBell HD Product Family–Wedge Plate Kit
Skybell Accessory Part#:  HY22OWM

Description: SkyBell HD Wedge Mounting Plate is used to adjust the angle of the SkyBell HD 
WiFi Video Doorbell device to provide optimal viewing. The SkyBell HD device has a 180° field 
of view, but may be further enhanced with the use of the Wedge to more finely adjust the view 
for a particular installation. It is especially useful when the SkyBell HD device is mounted at a 
recessed angle to the plane of the door. 

The Wedge is designed to provide for fine adjustments of the SkyBell HD viewing angle by 
freely rotating the wedge while the SkyBell HD is being held in place, prior to anchoring the 
wedge to the mounting surface. The maximum adjustment is approximately 12.0° in a single 
direction.  The wedge is not required for standard SkyBell HD installation.

Installation Guidance:  For successful installation, the back of the Wedge is to be mounted 
against the wall surface; the standard mounting plate to be placed over the top. The center 
raised ring of the wedge fits inside of the standard mounting plate to provide a flush fit 
allowing it to rotate without turning the standard mounting plate. The wedge may be rotated to 
provide the desired angle prior to anchoring the combined plates. When the combined plates 
are in the desired angle pointed in the right direction, and the power wires are threaded through 
the center, then anchor the plates to the wall allowing access to the 2 power terminals on the 
standard mounting plate.  (See diagram for reference).
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Kit Contents:
• SkyBell Wedge Mount 
   Plate 
• Hardware packet: 
   2 mounting screws 

   2 wall anchors
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